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Snapped·

0-mazing!
O-Team wins second
place at orientation
workshop -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights end skid with win against
UNF on Wednesday -SEE sPORTS,A7
FOOD

'
norms

'BAILOUT' GIVES
OUT 11,000

PIZZAS

"

3, 2009

Dominos Pizza was going to use
"Bailout'' as the magic word for an._
Internet coupon, but it was never
approved.Somehow a person
figured out the code word, typed it in
as a coupon while ordering online
and quickly spread the word
Monday night By Tuesday morning
11,000 free J>izzas were delivere<,l.

harm
women'
Panel discusses
rights in agriculture

I.

BIANCA FORTIS
Contributing Writer

Suntan lotion? Check. Shaved chest?
Check. lips from Audrina Patridge?
Check. Get ready for the beach this
summer with tips from the reality TV
star. - SEE VARIETY, A9

ANIMALS

DISTURBING
THE CAT
Astray cat napped in a news truck's
rooftop satellite dish and had to be

rescued by long Island Police.WCBSTV reporter Jennifer Mclogan was
on her way to a press conference
about a string of burglaries in the
area when a
motorist told her
a cat was on the
truck's roof
Officers freed the
cat by dismantling
a panel of the
satellite dish.The
cat fled without
comment.

•

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

'.II

THE MISSION IS
NUTRITION AGAIN
THIS SATURDAY
The exhibit"Mission: Nutrition 2,"
will be opening Saturday with
assistance from UCF nursing
students and faculty at the
Orlando Science Center from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

UF SORORITY GETS 5
YEAR SUSPENSION
FOR HAZING PLEDGES
Apledge of the 18-member
chapter of Sigma Lambda Gamma
at the University of Florida
became sick after performing
required physical activities such as
push-ups and running.

NATION & WORLD, A4

NFL PLAYER APPEARS
IN COURT FOR DUI
CHARGE,AWAITS BAIL

..

•

Plus:

Sake bomb lands in Orlando
Find out more about
Tatame, the Japanese
bar that gives guests a
taste of Asian culture.
Plus, tips everyone
should know before
ordering sake.
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.Students give care at
Jamaican orphanages
KATIE KUSTURA

Weather
Local & State
Nation & World
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Variety
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Crossword
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, SAE to compete
in three contests

VOLUNTEERS ON AS

The students of the
Society of Automotive
Engineers are gearing up
for April and May, when
they will race the cars they
built themselves.
They've been building
two cars in UCF's Engine
Research Lab, better
known as "The Shop" to
SAE members, near the
observatory,
Charley
Ward, the club's president,
said.
SAE is preparing for

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mark Luscuskie, a mechanical engineering major, and 10 other students build
an off-road car from scratch for the upcoming Baja race in Auburn, Ala.

the Collegiate Design
Series,-for which they will
compete in three races
that
test
the
cars'

endurance.
SAE builds two cars
PLEASE SEE

GROUP ON A3

Summit focuses on energy
JESSICA DAY
Contributing Writer

-

830 590

1

Build your own racer
Contributing Writer

Bob Marley's music filtered througho1,1t the room
Wednesday as 13 physical therapy students prepared to
give a picture presentation of their philanthropic work in
orphanagesinJamaica.
During spring break, the students visited various
orphanages in Kingston, Jamaica, to treat children and
adults with disabilities and other special needs.
Megan Francis, 25, said she saw first-hand that the
opportunities in Jamaica are limited
"In Jamaica, you're either at home or in an orphanage,"
Francis said. "There's no in-between where you can go
somewhere a few days a week to receive therapy."
Francis and Erin Brown, 26, worked with a young
PLEASE SEE

PESTICIDES ON A6

LAUREN DURAN

Contributing Writer

TODAY'S
2
2
2
4
4

Read more about The Willow Tree Cafe, the
German restaurant that offers alpine horn
playing, cold two-liter"biers''and tasty
schnitzel that's sure to keep you from saying
"auf wiedersehen:'

PLEASE SEE

Cleveland Browns wide receiver
Donte Stallworth surrendered in
court Thursday to face charges that
he was driving drunk when he
struck and killed a pedestrian after
a night of drinking in Miami Beach.

•

Everyone loves a
German restaurant

. Dangerous pesticides, sexism
and poor pay are some of the cultural and systemic barriers that
keep women farmworkers from
attaining reproductive rights,
according to a panel discussion
Wednesday night.
"Farmworkers are victims of
exploitation, isolation and oppression," said Lariza Garzon, the youth
and young adult coordinator for the
National Farm Worker Ministry.
"With low wages, almost no labor
protections and discrimination
from the rest of society, farmworkers are one of the most disenfranchised groups in our country. In
farmworker communities, women
and children suffer the most, and
women's reproductive rights are
often jeopardized."
UCF student Dominique Aulisio,
of the Student Labor Action Project
(SLAP), organized the panel in the
Cape Florida Ballroom as part of
National Farmworker Awareness
Week. She said people stereotype
and assume that all farmworkers
are men. She wanted to raise awareness about women farmworkers.
"Pesticide regulation is geared
toward men," Aulisio said. "It usually doesn't take women into
accouµt.".
Farmworkers' babies have been
born with deformities because of
their mothers' exposure to pesticides, said panelist Jeannie
Economos, a coordinator for the
Farmworker Association of Florida.
"What kind of rights does a

HIGH . LOW
COURTESY JUDI SCHACK

At this year's global climate change summit, representatives from UCF
said student involvement
is the.key to the success of
UCF's Unifying Theme of
climate change.
UCF, along with the
Orange County Health

· Department, hosted the
Second Annual Public
Summit on Global Climate
Change on Wednesday
afternoon in the Fairwinds
Alumni Center.
Senior Kathleen Dahl,
president of the Student
Sustainability Alliance,
was there representing the
students.
Dahl said the alliance is

intended to serve as a
forum of education and
create a broader sense of
community.
"Our main focus is student engagement and
involvement," Dahl said.
"We seek to be the students' voice."
In its first year, the Stu.PLEASE SEE

ALTERNATIVE ON A6
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CAMPUS

News and notices for

the UCF community

Nutrition at Orlando Center
At the Orlando Science
Center on Saturday UCF
nursing students and faculty will be participating in
the grand opening. From 11
a.m. to 3 p.m., the exhibit,
"Mission: Nutrition 2 This Time It's Personnel,"
at the Orlando Science
Center is focusing on the
different careers in health.
UCF nursing students
will be performing screenings.
For more information
contact Carolyn Petagno at
407-823-1665 or by e-mail at
cpetagno@mail.ucf.edu

Celebrate youth sports
The UCF Youth Sports
Festival will be hosted on
Saturday from 8:30 to 11
a.m. in Jay Bergman Field.
Student-athletes
and
·coaches will help children
between
kindergarten
through fifth grade learn
drills, proper warm up
among other things.
For more information
contact Stephen Lowery at.
407-823-2586 or by e-mail
at lmights@ucfalµmni.com

Catholic Mass on Sunday
At 6 p.m. on Sunday the
weekly Catholic Mass will
take place in the Student
Union in room 316.
For more information
contact Patti MacKown at
407-823-6960 or by e-mail
at
pmackown@mail.ucf.edu

I

·I

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Universi_ty of Florida sorority
suspended 5 years for hazing
GAINESVILLE - The
University of Florida has
suspended a sorority for
hazing violations.
Florida records show
the university's 18-member
chapter of Sigma Lambda
Gamma made pledges follow 37 rules that included
restrictions against using
elevators
or
cutting
through grass on campus.
One pledge became sick
after performing required
physical activities such as
push-ups and running.
The university's Greek
Judicial Board in February
recommended a yearlong
suspension followed by a
year of probation. But
PLEASE SEE
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UCF's O-Tearners dance off to -win
CASSIE MORIEN
Staff Writer

Move over dance team, UCF's
Orientation Team popped, locked,
dipped and flipped their way to second place at the 2009 Southern
Regional Orientation Workshop in
March.
Thirty-five 0-Teamers boogied in
front of 1,500 competing students
from around the southeast at the
annual conference. The spirited orientation,organization traveled to the
University of Mississippi to show off
their self-choreographed moves.
'The competition is always pretty stiff:' said Arti Bagga, an O-Team
coordinator and dance committee
leader. "[Schools] can either do a
skit, song or a dance. The past couple years we've chosen to do the
dance competition ... We actually
practice this dance for about six
weeks before the conference, so it's
a very long process and it takes
hours and hours of work"
Bagga said O.!J'eam formed committees to prepare for the conference.
As a result, each back flip, shake
and sashay in the dance was choreographed by the team.
''We made the choreography
pretty challenging:' Bagga said "It's
more rewarding when all the work is
done by O.!J'eamers."
In addition to the bold dance
moves, the team selected songs and
created voice-overs and lyrics about
UCF. The dance is the same performance incoming freshmen and
their parents see over the summer.
Evan Frank, who is also an OTeam Coordinator, has been a. part
of the orientation organization for
more than a year and a half. Frank
said the dance is fun
even though not
every member is a
professional
dancer.
''We don't go to
these competitions
with the expectation fof being] on

best and work with some people
who don't dance as well and then
other people who do:'
Groups were judged on a variety
of categories including creativity,
entertainment value, teamwork and
school spirit.
"It's one of those things where
you put so much of yourself into it
because it's not just about going and
doing this dance,'' Lindsey Goedeker, an O-Team coordinator and
dance committee leader, said. "It's
about going and representing your
university, your orientation program, in front of hundreds of orientation leaders from around our
region."
The three;-day conference drew
teams from Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,.
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Tennessee. The workshops allow
undergraduate and graduate orientation students to collaborate.
"It's a great conference for us to
network and meet other teams and
learn how to improve ourselves as
orientation leaders:' Bagga said
In addition to performing a
dance, Bagga and Goedeker competed, and won first place, in the SROW
Case Study Competition.
'We get there, and that afternoon
they give you the case study about a
situation regarding orientation,
maybe an issue with a parent or a
student, anything like that," Bagga
said .
The separate event is only for
coordinators, who are a select.handful of returning O-Teamers. The
small participating teams are
assigned a random hypothetical scenario and are given less than a day to
present solutions to the case. ·
Goedeker explained that their situation involved two male 0-

Teamers, who were rooming on
campus together during orientation,
and one of the males had a fellow
female 0-Teamer stay the night.
Goedeker said there are strict
rules against members of the opposite sex staying in bedrooms.
"You have to put yourself in the
shoes in the person in the case," she
said
With a tight time frame of seven
minutes to work with, the two experienced coordinators worked all
night to create a black-and-goldthemed power point demonstration
to present to a panel of judges.
Goedeker attributed the friendship she established with Bagga in
2007 as the duo's winning formula.
'½s soon as we left, it was one of
those things where you just know
that you did the absolute best you
could possibly do," Goedeker said
'We just knew that we were so
proud of each other, and I think that
was a huge part of why we're successful in it because I knew that it
wasn't just me that was presenting. I
couldn't go in by myself and present
the whole thing. I needed Arti:'
Bagga and Goedeker were awarded first place on the last day _o f the
conference. They were ecstatic.
''I felt there was a possibility that
we would place just because we
were so proud of the way we performed, but it's so different when
they actually say it and you hear your
university announced as the winner," Goedeker said. "It's so much
more than representing yourself: it's
the fact you're representing your
university.''
All three coordinators encouraged students to consider joining the
orientation squad
"O-Team is just an amazing and
rewarding experience," Bagga said.
"I've learned and grown so much
;;;::::=::---....._~ from it. I feel
that 0-Team has
definitely made
me a better
member of the
UCF community:'
The winning
SROW
dance
routine is available on YouTube.

America's Next
Dance
Crew,"
Frank said. "It's
something we
do to get freshmen excited in
the mornings,
and
parents
excited We try
to give it our

LOCAL ON A4
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Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Think about it. You knockout a f ew classes over the summer in smaller,
more attentive class environments. And put yourself ahead f or the fall.

.

Because remember,fall enrollment is at an all time high and classes
are filling up quicker than ever. There's no QUOrantee you'll gel into
all the classes you need .
VALENCIA'S SUMMER TERM. ENROLL NOW,

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra·CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

-

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
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DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
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Sl,AP informs students of employee rights
KELLY HALPIN

..

Contributing Writer

Many UCF students are
about to graduate and take
their first steps into the suffering job market, which is
why UCF chapter members
of the Student Labor Action
Project (SLAP) want to
make sure students know
their rights as an employee.
SLAP held a teach-in on
Tuesday for the Employee
Free Choice Act to inform
students about the legislation and what it means for
them as students and workers.

"For my friends who
would like to form unions,
there is no hope for them,"
said
SLAP
member
Dominique Aulisio. "It
shouldn't be like that; that's
a human rights violation."
According to the American Federation of LaborCongress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO)
Web site, the Employee
Free Choice Act would
enable employees to bargain for better benefits,
wages and working conditions by restoring their
- option to choose whether
or not to join a union.

.,

"It is important that
everyone know about this
legislation because there is
a lot of disinfonnation out
there coming from corporations," said speaker Josh
Anijar, zone coordinator for
the Florida AFL-CIO and
West Central Florida Federation of Labor.
Anijar said corporations
such as Wal-Mart and
Home Depot have spent
over $300 million in advertising stating that the
Employee Free Choice Act
will take away the worker's
right to a secret ballot.
Union members make
30 percent more than workers who don't have a union
and are 50 percent more
likely to have employerprovided health insurance,
according to the AFL-CIO.
Current labor laws such
as the National Labor Relations Act state that employees have the right to selforganization, to form, join,
or assist labor organiza-

tions, and the two ways to
do that are through majority sign-up and secret ballot
election.
''There are corporations
out there who make sure
employees don't win the
election," Anijar said.
"What the [Employee Free
Choice Act] does is let the
employee choose whether
or not they want to collectively bargain rather than
the employer."
Central Florida Jo'bs
with Justice Coordinator
Denise Diaz helped SLAP
organize the event.
According to the SLAP
Facebook page, Jobs with
Justice, the United States
Student Association and
SLAP are a joint initiative
that engages student organizations in economic justice
campaigns.
"Right now during this
economic crisis young
workers are some of the
lowest paid workers," Diaz
said. "College students are

going into the workforce
and need to know they have
a right to organize. The
Employee Free Choice Act ·
is something they'll benefit
from," she said
According the AFL-CIO,
the Employee Free Choice
Act would put the choice of
whether to form a union
back in workers' hands and
would guarantee that corporations don't intimidate,
harass, or even fire employees who try to form unions.
The act also states that
employers who do violate
labor laws will be penalized
According to its Facebook page, SLAP is an
organization that supports
the growing student movement for economic justice
by, among other initiatives,
making links between campus and community organizing.
Freshman political science major Dylan Stafne
and Orlando
resident

Employee Free
Choice Act of 2009
111th CONGRESS
1st Session
H. R. 1409To amend the National
Labor Relations Ad to
establish an efficient system
to enable employees to
form, join, or assist labor
organizations, to provide for
mandatory injunctions for
µnfair labor practices during
organizit?g efforts and for
other purposes.
- THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Thomas Hellinger, 25,
attended the event because
they want to make sure that
not only students, but
everyone is aware of the
Employee Free Choice Act.
'We really have to work
to get people informed
about it," Hellinger saicL
l
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· and our 80 million customers.
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Mark Luscuskie says he and the Society of Automotive Engineers plan on
having their Baja racecar running this weekend.

Group constructs
Baja,formula cars
FROM

•
•
•

"

Al

per year, "from the
ground up," said Bobby
Noble, an engineering
major. One car is designed
for Baja racing, and the
other is for formula racing, Noble said.
The Baja car was built
using a lawn mower
engine and can travel
more than 35 miles per
hour on off-road terrain.
Mark Luscuskie, a
sophomore mechanical
engineering major, has
helped build the Baja car
with 10 other student~. He
said they plan on having it
running this weekend
They will compete
against other colleges in
two Baja races, Luscuskie
said The first will be held
April 16 to 19 in Auburn,
Ala with around 80
schools participating. The
second race will be held in
June in Wisconsin
Noble said the formula
car was built for speed Its
design is built for the
racetrack and could reach
up to no miles per hour,
he said
The formula race will
be held mid-May in
Michigan. The UCF team
will compete against
about 120 other schools.
Each car underwent
two stages of development to get from the shop
to the racetrack Ward said
the first thing they determined was what did and
didn't work from the last
race. The club brainstormed about any problems the cars encountered
during the last race and
how to fix those problems
in order to be successful in
·the next race, he said
"We always think
things through and ask
ourselves, 'Does it need to
be redesigned?' " Ward
said.
He said a rear axle
brake was destroyed during a race last year.
, The team analyzed
I.

what possibly could have
allowed that to happen,
and they concluded that
they had not designed for
the brakes to tolerate so
much stress, he said
The next stage in the
cars' development was
design. SAE used software to visualize what the
completed project would
look like. Ward said that
the software allowed the
team to put each part
together and see the car as
a whole.
The cars' construction
began one month into the
semester. A team of about
10 to 12 people was assembled for each vehicle.
Though most construction was .done on
campus, Ward said that
sponsors such as Lockheed Martin ap.d Cost
Cast allowed the club to
use their facilities and
materials after hours.
The cars are then
ready to be raced.
To Nathan Wendrick,
the club's team leader,
said SAE is more than just
a club.
"We're an extremely
tight-knit group," he said
He and his team spend
five to seven days per
week at UCF's Engine
Research Lab.
Ward said employers
are usually impressed
when they encounter a
job candidate with engineering experienced like
that gained from the club.
"Too much time is
spent analyzing a narrowminded textbook," he
said.
Before he joined the
club, Noble said he could
hardly change the oil in
his car properly. Since he
joined, not only can he
maintain his car, but he
also knows the engine
parts.
.
The club, which has
been around since the
'70s, "designs and builds
the cars from the ground
up."
..,
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Sigma Lambda Gamma's
national
organization
pulled the chapter's charter for five years, meaning
the sorority is suspended
from Florida ~til at least
2014.
Former chapter president Danielle Pechac says
the longer punishment
wasn't fair.

Blagojevich at Walt Disney
resort as indictment looms

ANDREW MILLIGAN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO - With a
federal corruption indictment expected against him
as early as Thursday, former Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich
apparently
was taking refuge in Fantasyland - the Disney World
resort in Florida
U.S. Attorney Patrick J.
Fitzgerald has 'until Tuesday to get an indictment
that would replace a complaint charging Blagojevich
with plotting to trade or
sell President Barack
Obama's former U.S. Senate seat and a host of other
crimes.
Thursday is believed to
be the last day the grand
jury meets before the deadline, although the government never announces the
time and place of grand
jury meetings.
Meanwhile Blagojevich
and his family were apparently in Walt Disney World
on Thursday. A hotel operator at Disney's Saratoga
Springs Resort & Spa in
Lake Buena Vista, Fla connected a phone call to a
room booked under Blagojevich. It went straight to
voicemail.
Publicist Glenn Selig
says Blagojevich isn't in
Chicago and won't say
when he'll JTeturn.
Fitzgerald could ask
Chief Judge James F. Holderman of U.S. District
Court for another deadline
extension.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Probe of possible hate mail
sent to Columbia University
NEW YORK - Police
are investigating apparent
hate mail sent to faculty at
· Columbia
•University's
Teachers College that contained
drawings
of
swastikas and a noose.
Police Commissioner
Raymond Kelly says the
department's Hate Crimes
Task Force is leading the
investigation into the letters
placed in faculty mailboxes.
Teachers College President Susan Fuhrman sent
an e-mail to students and
faculty urging recipients to
cooperate in the probe.
Spokeswoman
Marcia
Horowitz told the college's
newspaper that there would
be no further comment.
Faculty were also targeted in 2007 when someone
hung an09se - symbolic of
hangings of black people by
white mobs in America's
past - on a black professor's office door. In a separate case. a Jewish professor
found a swastika painted on
her office door.
No arrests have been
made.

Ayear's tuition at Oberlin
College will top $50,000

•

•
•
•

OBERLIN, Ohio
Oberlin College is moving
into exclusive territory.
The school in northern
Ohio is the first in Ohio to
top the $50,000 mark for a
year's tuition.
Only a handful of colleges and universities
nationwide are at the level
Oberlin College President Marvin Krislov says
his school is sensitive to
making sure ·that potential
students know that the
school is still affordable.
He says they will
increase financial aid for
next year and are working
to keep the cost of education down.
-
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Ahearse carries the bodies of eight of the men who died when a helicopter,
carrying 16 men, crashed late Wednesday in the North Sea off Scotland.

1

Stallworth appears in Miami
court for DUI manslaughter

16 killed in helicopter crash in
North Sea, 8 bodies recovered

MIAMI Cleveland
Browns wide receiver
Donte Stallworth surrendered in court Thursday to
face charges that he was
driving drunk when he
struck and killed a pedestrian after a night of drinking
at a ritzy Miami Beach hotel
Stallworth, 28, was led
away in handcuffs after a
short hearing before MiamiDade Circuit Judge Dennis
Murphy. He was expected
to be released on $200,000
bail later in the day.
Stallworth
attorney
Christopher Lyons said he
would "vigorously defend
this case" and that the
defense team has already
begun its own probe into
the March 14 crash that
killed 59-year-old Mario
Reyes. Lyons also expizessed
sympathy for the Reyes
family.
'We want to stress there
·a re no winners here. It was a
tragic accident," Lyons said
Stallworth, dressed in a
dark suit, white shirt and
blue tie with white polka
dots, said little at the hearing
and did not speak with
reporters outside the courtroom. He was accompanied
by his mother, Donna, in the
courtroom.
If convicted of DUI
manslaughter, Stallworth
faces a maximum of15 years
in prison. The NFL and the
Browns are also reviewing
the charges, and the Browns
issued a statement saying
the team is "disappointed"
with Stallworth's actions.
The judge set an April 23
arraignment date for Stallworth to enter a plea
A police affidavit said
Stallworth's blood-alcohol
level after the crash was .126,
well above Florida's legal
limit of .08.

EDINBURGH, Scotland
Energy company BP
PLC said Thursday it was
suspending flights with a
company that runs transport to offshore oil rigs
after one of the f""irm's
Super Puma helicopters
crashed in the North Sea,
killing all 16 people aboard.
Eight bodies have been
recovered after Wednesday's crash. Coast guard
boats and other vessels
were searching the sea off
Scotland's northeast coast
for more bodies and
wreckage.
"The grim reality is that
the crew ofl6 on board has
been lost," said Colin Menzies, assistant chief constable of Grampian Police.
The helicopter was.
returning to Aberdeen
from a North Sea oil platform when it crashed
Wednesday afternoon in
calm and sunny conditions, 14 nautical miles (26
kilometers) off Peterhead
in northeast Scotland.
Officials said the aircraft suffered a "catastrophic impact" with the
water and sank quickly.
BP said the helicopter,
carrying 14 oil workers and
two helicopter crew, was
coming back from the
company's Miller oil field.
It was operated by a
British firm, Bond Offshore Helicopters. BP said
it had "discontinued" the
use of Bond helicopters for ·
its North Sea workers for
an unspecified period.
BP's Bernard Looney
said the decision designed
to give Bond staff time to
get over their loss.
"Coupled with that is
that we need to make sure
the people in charge of
safety-critical equipment
have their minds fully on
the job," he said.

DNA dears man jailed for 20
years for killing girlfriend
HARTFORD, Conn. A
Connecticut
judge
dropped murder charges
Thursday against a New
Britain man who served 20"
years in prison after being
convicted of killing his
pregnant girlfriend
Miguel Roman's family
and friends cheered Thursday as Judge David Gold
dismissed the charges.
Roman had been sentenced
to 60 years in prison for the
1988 murder of his girlfriend, 17-year-old Carmen
Lopez, but recent DNA
tests showed could not
have been the killer.
·
"I'm glad to have everything finished," Roman said
after the hearing. "I've got
my freedom, and that's it."
Roman was convicted of
killing Lopez based on circumstantial evidence and
testimony from friends and
family of the victim, and
despite testimony from an
FBI investigator about tests
that eliminated him as a
suspect.
New Haven attorney
Rosemarie Paine brought
Roman's case to the attention of the Connecticut
Innocence Project, which
also helped to free James
Calvin Tillman in 2006
after he was imprisoned for
a rape he did not commit.
. The Innocence Project,
which is iooking at more
than 100 convictions in
Connecticut, has access to
more sophisticated DNA
testing than was available in
the late 1980s and early
1990s.
"I am an optimist. I think
this ultimately says something good (about the judicial system), said Karen
Goodrow, an attorney and
director of the project.
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Thousands of teachers in
Latvia protest wage cuts
RIGA, Latvia - Thousands of teachers held a
peaceful demonstration in
Latvia's capital Thursday
to protest deep salary cuts
as the government struggles to meet budget .
requirements for an international euro7.5 billion
($10 billion) bailout package.
It was the largest of a
series of protests against
budget cuts prompted by
Latvia's economic crisis,
which led to the previous
government's collapse in
February.
Police
said
about
12,000 teachers from
across the small Baltic
country gave their students the day off and gathered in a small park across
from the m'ain government office building,
where they blew whistles
and sang songs.
"They are sending us
back to the Stone Age,'\
said Tatyana Valeyeva, a
Riga elementary school
teacher. ''.All the progress
we've ·made in recent
years is being destroyed."
Teachers' salaries were
trimmed 15 percent in January and will be slashed a
further 20 percent in June
as the country's new center-right government cuts
back to meet requirements for the bailout
package from the International Monetary Fund and
other lenders.
The salary reductions
affect all of Latvia's public
sector workers, and medical workers and police
have also held protests.
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Volunteers treat special needs
FROM
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•
•
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woman named Dana, 21,
who was born with spina
bifida, a condition where
the spinal cord and its cov. erings do not completely
develop.
Francis and Brown fashioned a slide board so Dana
could get in and out of her
wheelchair more easily.
Jennifer Tucker, a physical therapy instructor who
accompanied the students,
said only the wealthier
people in Jamaica get treatment regularly.
"Physical therapy is in
its infancy in Jamaica,"
Tucker said. "Jamaicans
..,.d on't necessarily know
what their needs are
because they don't really
know what physical therapy cap. do."
,, The Jamaican mothers
and grandmothers who
run the orphanages can
barely meet the basic
needs of the orphans, the
group said, so its goal was
to empower these communities in Kingston by pro-

viding them with the education, and equipment necessary to help those who
need more than basic care.
The students often had
to resort to using duct tape,
cardboard and other materials around the orphanages to make necessary
modifications.
Ryan Shirley, 25, said
providing therapy for the
less fortunate gives him a
greater sense of fulfillment.
"It's
much
more
rewarding for me to go and
work with people of this
nature, who don't have the
same type of opportunities
that we have," he said
Shirley was part of a
group that worked with
Patrick, a man who had a
difficult time walking. The
students sat on the floor
with him and showed him
how to stretch his legs
because he could not communicate verbally very
well.
Patrick was not the only ·
one who had this sort of
problem, they said Many

of the orphans had severely limited mobility and
ability to communiq1.te
with those around them, so
the students wanted to :fmd
ways to make caring for
them easier on the caretakers.
It's important to establish good relationships
with the housemothers,
Brown said
"If we can inspire them
and show them the value of
physical therapy, then they
can continue on when
we're not there," Brown
said
The students left their
care plans with the housemothers so they can always
refer back to it if they need
help.
By
improving
the
orphans' ability to function, they are sometimes
reunited with their parents
and able to attend public
school, the group said
UCF's continued partnership with the Florida
Hospital Foundation outreach program, SHARES
International, has allowed

students to help orphans in
Jamaica for four years.
SHARES provides some
:fmancial support, but it is
primarily the students who
pay for their trip.
Tucker said the students'
efforts were selfless.
"It's amazing," she said.
"We made a significant
impact. I don't think you can
capture this learning experience in a classroom."

COURTESY JUDI SCHACK

Angela Quinn, Ryan Shirley and Jilian Sala stretch the arms and legs of child in a
Jamaican orphanage. The physical therapy students volunteered over spring break.

Carol Stream Amusements
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Demoaats and Republicans face off
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The College Democrats (left) and College Republicans (right) held a debate on Wednesday in the Student
Union. Each team was allotted a 2-minute response to questions from the audience.
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South Florida
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earn credits at FAU.·
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Get more from summer break:
• Pick up credits that transfer back to UCF
• Get ahead or catch up
Go to school while you work
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Audition
Wednesday, April 8th
Sign-in: 3:00pm
Audition: 4:00pm
DAK Rehearsal Facility
3271 Sherberth Road
Kissimmee, FL 3474 7
Applicants must view an online presentation prior to
audition. Visit disneycollegeprogram,com/epresentation,
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Pesticides harm pregnancies
FROM

Al

woman who's working in
the field, being exposed to
pesticides and whose
health of herself and her
fetus are being affected by
chemicals,
have?"
Economos said. "That is a
serious case of women's
reproductive rights because
they have no control over
protecting their own health
and the health of their
babies."
Economos' job is to educate farmworkers about
safety from pesticide exposure.
"The reality is that there
is a lack of information, a
lack of training and people
are afraid to speak out
when there are violations in
the workplace," Economos
said.
Former
farmworker
Griselda Payne explained
how masculine pride and
promiscuity in farmworker
communities contributes to
the poor treatment of
women. She said the
women often do not take
charge of their sexual
health, even when they are
educated about potential
dangers.
"Men have maybe two or
three or four women,"
Payne said. ''Women are
scared to tell the men, 'I
need to be using protection'
Sometimes women know
what's going on, but they
don't dare say to ·the husband or the partner that
they want to use a condom."
Now Payne works to
reach and provide support
to pregnant and post-partum low-in~ome, minority
women in Orange County.
Women and their children are also victims of the
Columbia's $15 billion
flower industry, said Carolina Delgado of South Florida
Jobs with Justice. She said

Alternative fuel
among topics
FROM

Above: Audience members watch a
1985 documentary about farmworkers.
Left: Carolina Delgado, a South Florida
Jobs with Justice representative, spoke
about the mistreatment of farmworker
women in the Cape Florida Ball{oom on
April 1.
PHOTOS BY RAYMA JENKINS/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

women can work anywhere
from 60 to 90 hours per
month for about $180 total.
And because they don't
make enough money to hire
child care, most of the
~omen leave their babies
and toddlers locked alone
inside their homes.
Delgado said that flower
nurseries require women to
take pregnancy tests before
hiring them. If a woman
tests positive, she will not
be hired, Delgado said If a
woman is hired and later
becomes pregnant, she will
likely be f".u-ed. Women who
are not f".u-ed are specifically
placed inside greenhouses,

which are fumigated while
the women are still inside.
She said this is done to
force miscarriages.
But Delgado urged the
audience to not boycott
flowers. She explained that
the flowerworkers are
proud of their work and
want to keep their jobs.
Instead, a fair trade label is
being created to help correct the problems that flowerworkers face.
UCF public administra,tion professor Jay Jurie said
many consumers are disconnected from the farmworkers' struggles.
"It occurred to me that

we should find a commonality between the struggles
of different people and that
includes ourselves," Jurie
said. "Middle-class homeowners don't see themselves in any way united
with the people manufacturing chemicals or being
exposed to chemicals. But
they're also exposed [to
pesticides], and they're also
at risk, so they're linked in
that way."
Junior Francisco Garcia
said he became interested
in farmworkers after taking
a women's studies course at
UCR He said oppression is
clearly present in the farm
industry.
"The panel was really
informative," Garcia said.
"It really spoke to me, especially the video. It put a face
to the injustices."

Al

dent
Sustainability
Alliance has over 600
members, she said.
''.Anything can happen
if you just believe in it·and
really commit to it," Dahl
said.
About two-and-a-half
years ago, when UCF students were asked what
was most important to
them, the response was
largely targeted at the
environment and global
climate change, said Alison
Morrison-Shetlar,
vice provost and dean of
Undergraduate Studies.
Students'
reactions
became the inspiration of
the UCF Unifying Theme,
a student-led focus on the
environment.
Since implementing
the theme, 160 faculty
members have opted to
incorporate global climate
change into their curriculum, and around 16,500
undergraduates
have
been involved in initiatives for global climate
change.Morrison-Shetlar
said
Michael
Hampton,
UCF chemistry professor
and director of Interdisciplinary Studies, gave a
presentation on the pros
and cons of alternative
fuel options.
H;amptori gave .examples of many alternative
fuel options, such as wind,
hydroelectric
energy,
ocean wave designs and
solar-photovoltaic cells.
All sources of energy
have negative and positive
aspects, he said.
"We need balance
between lifestyle and
energy needs," Hampton
said.
Of all the alternatives,
Hampton said he believes
that hydrogen is the future
energy source.
"Hydrogen is coming,"
he said
A panel discussed the
roles of the health and

environmental organizations and climate change
issues, from local to global. Panelists included
Dahl, Kevin Sherin, director of the Orange County
Health Department and
Alaina Bernard, assistant
director of the UCF Environmental Initiative.
"I want to showcase
that universities are models, and that UCF is taking
progressive actions to be
one of those models,"
Bernard said
Bernard said she has
noticed an increase in
interest and involvement
in students with the Environmental Initiative.
The initiative has
many duties, she said,
such as managing 800
acres of UCF land,
improving storm-water
drainage, and maintaining
the Arboretum - an 80acre area consisting of
native trees, lakes, hiking
trails and a conservatory
greenhouse.
UCF graduate student
Elizabeth Phillips said she
is trying to get more
involved in campus environmental initiatives and
attended the summit to be
more informed
"I would like to see
UCF and the city become
a more integrated network," she said. "It was
nice to see people communicate their ideas to
one another."
The SSA has many
events coming up in April,
which they have named
"Earth Month," including
an environmental restoration project on Saturday,
called Rock Out. More
information is available
on the SSA website,
http://www.sustainabilityalliance.ucf.edu.
Bernard gave advice
for students who wish to
get involved: "Take action
Now is not the time for
complacency. Llke Ghandi said, be the change you
wish to see in the world."
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At the Public Summit on Global Climate Change on April 1, a panel of
speakers answer questions in the Fairwinds Alumni Center.
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Baseball

Knights end
streak with
win against
North Fla.

.

RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

After 11 tries, the UCF
Baseball team f"mally found
its winning ways.
The Knights (8-20 overall, 0-6 in Conference USA)
snapped their 10-game losing streak with an 8-2 victory against North Florida
(12-17) at Jay Bergman field
on Wednesday night.
Toe spark for the
Knights came in the first
inning, a place where they
have surrendered 55 runs
this season.
"The whole tone of the
game was set in the first
inning, when Kyle Sweat
pitched in the clutch with
two outs and men on second and third base," UCF
head coach Terry Rooney
said "That was aU the difference. If you look at this
past weekend, we have
given up some big innings
in that first inning, so that
was a sigh of relief. in an
essence, to the kids and it
kind of catapulted us for
the rest of the game."
After scoring a run in
each of the first and third
innings, the Knights looked
poised to end their losing
streak, until the top of the
fourth inning.
Anthony Figliolia came
in to pitch for the Knights,
and 12 pitches later surrendered the 2-0 lead when
Kevin Martin drove his 2-1
pitch over the wall in left
for a two-run home run.
That would be the only
blemish on the pitching

COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

Brynn Harvey is a player head coach George
O'Leary said is showing the most improvement.

Spring practice

Harvey shows
he belongs at
top of chart for
running backs
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

Everyone knew the job for
UCF's four freshmen running
backs wouldn't be easy entering
2008. No one was really expecting
any of them to replace Kevin
Smith, the holder of just about all
of the school's rushing records.
But as·the Knights' disappointing season wore on, none of them
were making anyone forget about
him either.
Then, in the second half of the
season, the UCF Football team
found out that there was room to
run without 24-K around.
Brynn Harvey got his first start
on Oct. 26 in a nationally televised
game at Tulsa. He posted a
respectable 91 yards on 24 carries,
taking firm control of the starting
job.
He went on to average 4.5
yards per carry in the f"mal five
games.
His breakout performance of
33 carries and 150 yards against
PLEASE SEE
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UCF's Shane Brown, seen here against Florida, led the Knights in their 8-2 victory a~a!nst North Florida on Wednesday.
Brown was 4 for 5 at the plate with a double and a 2-run home run to extend his hitting streak to 19 games.

For updates from
Ryan's UCF blog:
tsrucf.blogspotcom
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON AS

Man's go I

Women's ennis

UCF ends home
UCF settles for 4th place
Late charge not
·slate with victory enough for win
CARLOS PINEDA

WILLIAM PERRY

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Toe UCF Women's Tennis team picked up a 7-0 victory
against Jacksonville on Wednesday, improving to 10-8 in its
final home match of the season.
Seniors Elvira Serrot and
Kenza Belbacha picked up
wins in their f"mal match at
the UCF Tennis Complex.
UCF notched straight set
victories all around from
the No. 1 spot through the
Against
No.6spot.
Jacksonville:
About 40 minutes into
Or1etsky won both
the action, rain began to fall,
her singles and doudelaying the match for
bles matches.
almost two hours.
"The girls did really
well," UCF head coach
Stephanie Nickitas said.
''We swept singles, [and] everybody played well. We decided
to play doubles even though we had clinched it. We wanted
to get the practice in."
. .
.
.
In the singles competition, freshman AleXIS Rodriguez
won 6-0, 6-1 at the No. 4 spot. Junior Katie Orletsky followed
suit with a shutout in the second set and winning 6-1, 6-0 at
the No. 6 spot. On court five, freshman Christy Core picked
up a 6-3, 6-1 decision.
At the No. 3, spot Serrot faced more of a challenge but still
managed a 6-3, 6-4 win and clinched the victory for the
Knights at 4-0. At the No. 1 spot, sophomore Jenny Frisell
picked up a 6-1, 6-2 victory.
''I moved really well on the court, and I had a great place-

The UCF Men's Golf
team was unable to recapture the success it had in
the second round despite
positioning itself to make a
run at winning the Hootie
at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate.
Toe Knights turned in a
team total of 10-under-par
274 Monday to get to 3under-par, seven shots off
the lead
However, in the f"mal
round Tuesday, they were
only able to muster a 1under-par 283 to f"mish at
4-under-par 848, 13 shots
back of tournament champion Augusta State.
Augusta State was
largely fueled by Janne
Kaske and his dominating
14-under-par 199 tournament total
Kaske took home the
individual title, beating out
George Bryan of South
Carolina by two shots.
UCF sat in third place
after two rounds but slid to
f"mish fourth behind Virginia, which f"mished sec-

PLEASE SEE
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UCF senior David Johnson ended the Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate in a tie
for 19th place at 1-over-par. It was his fourth top-20 finish this year.
I

ond, and South Carolina,
which f"mished third, at the
three-day,
three-round
tournament at the par-71,
7,261-yard Bulls Bay Golf
Club in Awendaw, S.C.
After a long layoff, UCF
was vying for its third win
of the season. Before heading up to South Carolina,
the last time the Knights
played was a month ago,
when they won the Rio
Pinar Invitational, a tournament they hosted
The Knights weren't
able to capture the victory
this time, but they did
record their third top-4 f"mish to go along with two
wins this season. In their
past four events, the

Knights have f"mished
fourth or better.
''We played pretty well
but made some silly mistakes that we can't make in
order to win golf tournaments ... and had some
tough stretches, but we
hung in there in the end to
beat out some very good
teams," UCF head coach
Nick Clinard said
Freshman Blayne Barber led the way for the
Knights. After turning in 3:
6-under-par 65 in the second round, Barber followed with a I-under-par
70 to f"mish tied for eighth
at 3-under-par 210.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF finally avoids big inning Four Knights
FROM

A7

staff on the night, as eight UCF
hurlers secured at least one inning
and seven of those got out of an
inning in 17 pitches or fewer.
"That's really going to be a recipe
for success for us during the middle
of the week," Rooney said of using so
many pitchers. "From an arms standpoint, we are what we are. I think a
lot of kids are better going in short
stints."
One streak that didn't come to an
end for the Knights was Shane
Brown's hitting streak.
He finished the night 4 for 5 with
two RBIs and his fourth home run of
the year, extending his career-high
hitting streak to 19 games.
He is seven games short of tying
the record of 26 consecutive games
set in 2001 by Mike Myers.
''It's looking good," Brown said of
the pitches he is seeing at the plate.
"I'm just being aggressive, and that's
what is working right now. I'm seeing all different pitches and just getting hits."
Brown came through for the
Knights once again in the fourth
inning.
With the game tied 2-2, Colin
Arnold laced a single up the middle,

driving home Kyle Mills, who
reached base with a leadoff double.
Brown then stepped up to the plate,
took a first pitch strike, and then connected on the next pitch, driving it
over the left-center fence.
With a 5-2 lead, the Knights never
looked back the rest of the game.
"Obviously, Brown is doing a
great job for us," Rooney said. "It
seems like most at bats, regardless of
the result with a hit or not, he continues to give us quality at bats. That's
what we talk about all the time, his
ability to get quality at bats."
Sweat started the game and
pitched the first two innings, striking
out two batters and not issuing a
walk.
Jordan Rasinski entered the game
in the fifth inning and struck out the
side after allowing a lead-off single to
earn his first collegiate victory.
"You look at tonight with Jordan
Rasinski, the first guy gets on and
after that he strikes a couple of guys
out," Rooney said. "He strikes a guy
out with a man on second base. I
mean, there is a young kid stepping
up to the plate."
The Knights lineup responded to
the spark from the pitching staff. Five
batters drove in at least one run,
including Jake Huxtable, who con-

end up in top 25
FROM
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Kyle Sweat seen here against VCU, threw 2
scoreless innings against North Florida.

tinued his hot hitting with two singles and an RBI.
It wasn't a lack of effort that led to
the Knights dropping 10 consecutive
games, it was the big inning. They
eliminated that Wednesday and had
numerous guys step up to grab the
team's first victory since March 15
against Hartford.
''I think even during and throughout the streak, the kids have never
given up;' Rooney said. "The effort
has always been there. We said that
going into it what we needed was
somebody to rise to the occasion."

RB fine with sharing carries
FROM

A7

Marshall on Nov. 15 put Harvey in
the driver's seat as the future of
UCF's rushing attack.
This spring, Harvey has only
strengthened his hold on the job of
UCF starting running back.
"I think Brynn Harvey has really
improved, I think it's no question."
UCF head coach George O'Leary
said.
The 6-foot-l, 202-pound sophomore played in only two of the
team's first six games last season,
carrying the ball 18 times before he
started to shine.
Harvey said his fall success and
spring improvement are due to
something that is very familiar to
many young college football players

around the country: a more manageable speed to the game.
"I've just seen the game slowing
down a whole lot for me," Harvey
said. "I've been making some nice
cuts behind those linemen's blocks
and reading defenses. So it's been a
learning process from last year to
where I am right now."
Harvey said he has improved the
most in reading the blocks that his
linemen set for him and knowing
what holes to take.
He wants nothing more than to
· take UCF to a conference championship game and get the program
back to where it was two years ago,
but he knows that takes a team
effort.
For Harvey specifically, that
means competition. and that he may

lose some carries to fellow sophomores Ronnie Weaver, Brandon
Davis, Latavius Murray and James
Poe.
"I think every running back has
something unique to bring to the
table," Harvey said. "So if we can get
that on the field, then we'll be great
with speed, power, size, everything."
Certainly, the competition surrounding Harvey's position doesn't
bother him.
Be knows that it's good for the
team, but he is trying to make sure
that the coaches once again put the
bulk of the Knights' rushing attack
on his shoulders.
"I just try to keep my head
focused, try to not look behind, just
keep my head forward and try to do
what I can do," Harvey said.

A7

Joining Barber in the
top 25 were freshman Brad
Schneider, who finished at
I-under-par in a tie for 11th,
senior David Johnson. who
finished at 1-over-par in a
tie for 19th and junior
Simon Ward, who finished
at 2-over-par in a tie for
22nd.
Sophomore Jed Dirksen
finished at 10-over-par, tied
60th.
Just six tournaments
into his collegiate career,
Barber has emerged as one
of the team's go-to guys
and has already accumulated four top-10 finishes to
go along with one individual title.
Clinard said it shouldn't
come as a surprise that
Barber has found success
quickly in the college ranks
because he was a highly
recruited junior player
with tremendous upside
coming in.
The Knights will tee it
up at two more regular
season tournaments and
then the Conference USA

for

NEWS TO NOTE
SPOT IN THE TOP 5
Although the Knights could not
lock up their third win of the year
in South Carolina, they finished in
the top five for the fourth time in
their past four tournaments.

BITTERTHAN AVERAGE
Freshman Blayne Barber's 1under-par round Monday was his
eighth round under par in 20
rounds this year.

Championship
before
heading to the NCAA
regionals.
"I've always said, in
order to be a great team,
you need to sustain it," Clinard said about his team
heading forward.
During the past two
years, the Knights have
ranked inside the top 25
and currently sit at No. 15
in the Golfweek/Sagarin
College rankings.
They will now travel to
Augusta, Ga, to play in the
Augusta State Invitational,
which starts tomorrow.

.,

Serrot, Frisell shine
during doubles play
FROM

A7

ment ·of the ball," Frisell
said.
Freshman Andrea Yacaman finished up the singles play with a 6-2, 6-3 win
on court three, pushing the
lead to 6-0.
In doubles competition.
the , 50th-ranked duo of
Frisell
and
Sertot
improved their record to
11-4, winning 8-3 at the No.

1 spot.
At No. 2, Rodriguez and
Yacaman dropped an 8-7
(9-7) decision in a tie
break.
At the No. 3 spot Bel-.
bacha
and
Orletsky
secured the doubles point,
picking up an 8-1 victory.
The Knights head north
for a Saturday matchup
against North Florida and
match against Stetson in
DeLand on Wednesday.
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Tatame Sake Lounge raises
spirits and shot glasse~, too:
KARLEE LYNE
Contributing Writer

W

hen ordering a sake bomb at a local Japanese restaurant, many college students believe it must be coupled with beer. Or, they think it must be delivered to
the custom~r hot and ready to be downed in a
moment's notice, much like a tequila shot.
Many people believe these to be the only two methods to
enjoy drinking sake, which can sometimes taste more like hot
nail polish remover than a flavorful beverage;
however, it is these misconceptions that keep people away from a truly enjoyable sake experience.
Fortunately, Tatame Sake Lounge located in
the Wmter Park area is completely prepared to
smash previous judgments toward the Japanese
beverage and amp up your taste buds in the
process.
Owned and founded by Lee and Maggie Alan,
Tatame is the place for a sake connoisseur or an
amateur used to requesting the all-too-familiar
sake bomb. In Japanese, the name of the saki bar
translates to "mats" and stands for Music, Art, Tea
and Sake.
"Tatame is that hot joint that anyone can go to
and have a killer time," said Cody Alfrey Ill, a Full
Sail student. "Return business is never a problem
because this place is that great."
Savoring the sake is made easy here with the
owners personal fruit-infused blends and specialty teas, as well as options for how its served:
chilled, warm or hot.
Featured regularly are their bubbly teas unique concoctions filled with soft tapioca balls
- and sake by the carafe or sake slushies.
Wme is served by the bottle or the glass, and
patrons can choose from special teas including
"hangover tea," as well as interesting imported beers such as
Sapporo and Asahi.
In addition to a wide variety of drink selections, Tatame is
also the place to enjoy a relaxing evening on Japanese-inspired
floor cushions and low-top tables or to be entertained by the
weekly lineup of DJs and performers.
"Tuesdays are the bumpin' college nights for sure," Maggie
Alan said. "The lounge becomes a small club."
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays also host a DJ guest.

•
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Tatame Sake Lounge in Winter Park offers a variety of Japanese alcoholic
beverages. Japanese for "mats,"Tatame also hosts live DJs and performances. ·

PLEASE SEE

KAN PAI ON A10

For more photos
ofTatame go to:
www.UCFNews.com

A taste of Germany:

The Hills have.b each tips

passport not required

Audrina talks sexy summer style
Staff Writer

MIKE BAtDUCCI
Contributing Writer

At Hollerbach's Willow
Tree Cafe in Sanford, the
guest is immediately welcomed by a variety of German traditions.
There are performances
by
Eckhardt
Wachsmuth on an alpine
horn. There are bartenders
lining up trays of Schnapps
among the restaurantwide chants of "Zickezacke, zicke-zacke, hoi hoi
hoi!" And somewhere in
the corner, there's a guest
struggling to guzzle down
his 2-liter glass of Bavarian
Doppelbock.
The Willow Tree Cafe
is as close to Germany as
Orlando will probably ever
get, and owner Theo
Hollerbach has perfectly
captured the German
atmosphere.
After coming to the
United
States
from
Cologne, Germany, in 1970,
Hollerbach went to Colonial High School, eventually attending UCF. In 2001,
he and his wife opened the

CASSIE MORIEN

COURTESY EMRE KELLY

Eckhardt Wachsmuth plays the alpine
horn at the Willow Tree Cafe.

cafe, .fulf"tlling their lifelong
dream of having a German
restaurant of their own.
'We wanted to own a
place that served good
bee~ good cooking and
[had] a good atmosphere
- 'Gemuetlichkeit' in German - but every place I
went to in the States was
never good enough for
me;' said Hollerbach.
Because of Eckhardt's
German music performances four days a week and
PLEASESEE
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With summer vacation
and graduation only a few
weeks away, who better to
dish out beach beauty
advice than Audrina
Patridge from MTV's The
Hills?
Patridge, who suited up
for her role in the straightto-DVD film Into the Blue
2: The Reef, releasing next
week, knows a thing or
two about the opposite
sex and what makes them
look sexy in the sand
The Future recently
spoke to the brunette
bombshell about her vacation with Lauren and Brody,
her ideal guy and how to
feel great in a bikini.

Central Florida Future:
What tips do you have for
guys as they get ready for
beach season?

Audrina Patridge:
For beach season
obviously guys are
Audrina Patridge says that she
prefers a dean-shaven man at
the beach during the summer.
MATT SAYLES/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

going to be in less clothing
than winter and fall. I
think it's very important
for a guy to pay attention
to his appearance and
groom. I mean personally,
I don't like a hairy guy. I
like a guy who is clean-cut
and [guys who] take care
of themselves. Their
appearance
everything,
especially in
the summer,
so I feel it's
very
important fora
guy to
trim up.

CFF: What do you
think is the quickest way a
guy can turn a girl off in
the summer?
Patridge: I know the
quickest W3Y to turn off a
girl in the summer
months (is when) those
who are 21 and older,
PLEASE SEE
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ONLINE COVERAGE
QuickFli>c

by William Goss

Step right up, you're the next
contestant to read the review of
Adventure/and, the new film about
a boy's not-so-amusing time at an
amusement park.

Modem Culture Shock
by Kris Kelly
No high fives for Onlive, the new
computer platform that seeks to
ilestroy traditional gaming consoles.

Counter Culture

by Tyler Gillespie
There are only two things
guaranteed in LIFE: death and
taxes. Oh, and that you have to spin
the wheel to play. Read how our
lives are similar to the board game.

Chris McCarty interview

by Kelli Ordoma
Check out the interview with artist
Chris McC.arty, who sang at the Relay
for Life event at UCF.

For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy Universal Pictures

FAST & FURIOUS (PG-13)
When a crime brings them back to
L.A., fugitive ex-con Dom Toretto
(Diesel) reignites his feud with agent
Brian O'Conner (Walker). But as they
are forced to confront a shared
enemy, Dom and Brian must give in
to an uncertain new trust if they
hope to outmaneuver him. And from
convoy heists to precision tunnel
crawls across international lines, two
men will find the best way to get
revenge: push the limits of what's
possible behind the wheel.
Directed by: Justin Lin
Starring: Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Michelle

Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster, John Ortiz,
Laz Alonso, Gal Gadot, Shea Whigham,
Tego Calderon, Liza Lapira

Courtesy Miramax Films

ADVENTURELAND (R)

It's the summer of 1987, and James
Brennan, an uptight recent college
grad, can't wait to embark on his
dream tour of Europe. But when his
· parents announce they can no longer
subsidize his trip, James has little
choice but to take a lowly job at a
local amusement park. Lucky for
James, what should have been his
worst summer ever turns into quite
an adventure as he discovers love in
the most unlikely place with his
captivating co-worker Em, and learns
to loosen up.
Directed by: Greg Mottola
Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Ryan Reynolds,

Kristen Stewart, Martin Starr, Paige
Howard

Adventureland
(R) 12:00 2:35 5:107:5010:301:00am

CMeDance
(PG) 11 :50am 2:40 5:00 7:20 9:4512:20am

Fast & Furious
(PG-13) 11:45am 12:1512:401 :55 2:25 2:55
3:10 4:25 4:55 5:25 5:40 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
9:3510:0510:3511:001 2:15am 12:45am

12Rounds
(PG-13) 11:40am 2:10 4:40 7:3510:15
12:50am

The Haunting in Connectiart
(PG-13) 12:251 :05 3:05 4:4S 5:35 7:15 8:25
10:2010:4512:SOam

Monsters vs. Aliens
(PG) 12:351:30 3:00 3:50 5:20 6:45 8:15 9:20
10:4011:50

Monsters vs.Aliens 3D
(PG) Digital 30 Showtimes
11:35am 2:00 4:20 7:15 9:4012:05am

Monsters vs.Aliens 3D:
An IMAX 3D Experience
(PG-) IMAX 30 Screen Showtimes

..
•

•
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12:05 2:30 4:507:4510:1012:30am

Duplicity
(PG-13) 12:20 3:15 7:0510:50

I Love You,Man
(R) 11:30am 12:10 2:05 2:50 4:35 5:30 7:10
8:2010:0010:55 12:35am

Knowing
(PG-13) 1:154:006:509:5512:40am

Raa! to Witch Mountain
(PG) 1:00 4:15 6:559:5012:15am

Sunshine Cleaning
(R) 11:55am 2:45 5:157:4010:2512:55am

Watchmen
(R) 12:30 4:05 8:10 11 :45
-
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Neglected grooming? Time to shave up, boy
FROM A9

silly summer vacation
story?
sometimes get sloppy
Patridge: Two years
drunk and are very imma- ago, I went to Caho (San
ture, you know, a guy who Lucas) for the very .first
does not take care of time
with
Lauren
[himself] and obviously (Conrad). I went with
does not care about [his] Lauren
and
Brody
appearance. I think that's (Jenner) and Frankie
a big turnoff.
(Delgado) and we all
CFF: What does your went together with a coudream guy look like?
pie other friends. It was
Patridge: I like a guy the most craziest time
who has a little color, so I I've ever had. We were
like a guy who's kind of there for seven days
tan. You know, he can straight, and we were on
have some scruff, but it the beach all day. We·
has to be cleaned up. went out dancing all
Someone who is confi- night. It was like a crazy
dent and someone who party that I will never forjust catches your eye, you get. It was so much fun.
know? You're on the We got tan, but we also
beach with all these beau- wore sun block. ... It was
tiful people for spring one of the best times. The
(and summer) break cameras weren't with us,
everyone's half naked. but we had an amazing
Obviously anyone who time. [We] took lots of
catches your eye, which pictures.
grabs your attention, you
CFF: It has to be nice
have an attraction.
to take a break from the
CFF: No girl likes to be cameras every now and
kissing stubble, especially then and let loose.
during beach season.
Patridge: Yeah, I think
Patridge: (Laughs) It's that's why we didn't really
true. Some guys ask girls have to worry about
to put sun block or oil on exactly how we looked.
their back, and [girls] (Laughs) I mean, we still
don't want to rub a hairy worried how we looked
back or an µgly chest.
because we wanted to
CFF: What makes a look cute.
good spring break or
CFF: Where do you
summer vacation?
think is the best place to
Patridge: Preferably vacation?
for me, I love the beach.
Patridge: Well, on the
and I love the river. I love . West coast, I love Cabo,
being in the sun and the · and from L.A. you know
water and around a lot of it's only a two-hour flight.
people, and I always have On the East Coast, I love
my friends with me. I try Miami Miami is a good
to make it unforgettable spot.
every year.
CFF: What is your best
CFF: Do you have a beach beauty tip for girls?

Patridge: You want to feel
comfortable,
especially
because you're going to be
on the beach in very little
clothing. So pick out a
bathing suit that you feel
comfortable
in
and
complements your body
type. Have a cute throw over
or sarong or a little dress to
put over your bathing suit.
Definitely use sun blockyou don't want to turn red

like a lobster. Feel comfortable, be with your friends
and have fun.
CFF: Do you think summer relationships are worth
the effort in the fall or
should they just stay a summer fling?
Patridge: I've had summer flings in the summer for
sure, and sometimes you
carry it on into the fall Usually if you're on [summer]

break and you meet someone, say you're from the East
Coast and you meet them on
the West Coast, obviously
it's just going to be a fun
fling. It really depends on
who you meet.

[Editor's note: Patridge's
publicist requested that questions be limited to summer
fashion trends and vacation
activities.]
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Eat more schnitzel,
spatzel; drink bier
FROM A9

the great, huge-portioned
food that accompanies,
the Willow 'free Cafe has
been named Sanford's
best restaurant by Seminole Magazine.
The menu is written
in German, but it's pretty
basic. The customer is
fine as long as they know
schnitzel and spatzel. If
it's still too much, most
recommend the schnitzel
and for good reason.
"It was pretty intimidating at first,'' said UCF
junior Jordan Muse. "But
once you understand
about three words, you
understand the whole
menu.
The ralunschnitzel was really
good"
Another important
word to identify on the
Willow Tree menu is a
universal
standard:
"bier."
Selling glasses of beer
of up to two liters, the
cafe takes pride in its
assortment of imports.
But if the 2-liter glass still
isn't enough. the Willow
Tree sells the old German
standard: the glass boot.
"Legend says there
was a German soldier
who said to his soldiers,
'If we win this battle, I'll
drink a beer out of my
boot,' and after they won,
his fellow soldiers made a
glass boot to commemorate the occasion,'' said
Hollerbach.
The only catch with
the boot is that it requires
at least six guests to purchase. Boot tradition
ordains that once the first
·sip of beer is taken, the
boot can't touch the table

l

~1

again, so it has to be constantly passed around
and the table and imi.shed in one round
For a college student
used to drinking the
familiar Budweiser and
Coors, the restaurant's
beer selection is pretty
intimidating. The restaurant serves more than 55
types of German imports.
To ease a UCF student
into the world of German
beer, Hollerbach recommends Kostritzer.
"It's a black lager, but it
doesn't totally knock
your socks off," said
Hollerbach. "We used to
call it the 'Kissing Beer'
because you could kiss
your girlfriend after you
drank it, and it didn't
leave any aftertaste."
With so much emphasis put on beer in the
restaurant, Hollerbach
knows that drinking is
perceived very differently in America than it is in
his home country.
"Beer drinking is part
of the German culture,''
said Hollerbach. "[Germans] don't drink to get
drunk; we drink to enjoy
the afternoon."
The Willow 'free Cafe
is the perfect restaurant
for any occasion. It combines the busy, outdoor
European dining style
with Sanford's Main ,
Street atmosphere to create a truly unique place to
eat. It's a good drive, but
it's one of the highestquality
restaurants
around. Just keep an eye
on the tab, or before you
know it, you'll be sitting
with a check for $90, four
empty boots and a bad
headache.

AIN'T IT COOL NEWS

"DIRECTOR GREG MOTTOLA HAS
CRAFTED
ANOTHER CLASSIC.
I'm just gonna lay my cards out en the table.
IT'S ONE OF THIS YEA.R'S RARE TREATS.

I LOVE ADVENTURELAND!"

"* * * *

IT'S HILARIOUS:

An irresistible story that sparks with comic life!'
Cllt'l:T SEOOHD PJIEVIEW
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'Kanpai' or 'Cheers':
What's your liking?
FROM A9

But on Thursdays, the
floor is open to anyone
brave enough to show off
for open mic night.
So let go ofall those previous notions about sake
and pop on in to Tatame
Sake Lounge to drink in
some real Japanese fl.aver-

And don't miss out on
the two-for-one happy
hour special every night
from 7 p.ITL to 9 p.ITL
Tatame is located at
223 W. Fairbanks Ave. in
Winter Park. For more
information including
prices and specials, visit
www.sakibar.com or call
407-628-2408.

,,.,

He is this generation's John Hughes.
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STARTS TODAY
AMC

AMC

CINEMAAK THEATERS

UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX 20 FESTIVAL BAY MALL

REGAL CINEMAS

TME LOOP STADIUM 18

AEGM. CINEMAS

ALTAMONTE 18
Altcmont& Spr¥lQ1 1.a88~AMC-4FUN

Cl!1aw1do 1-ll8S-AMC-4FUN

Ol1ando 407-~1-3117

Klss,mmee 800-FANCl:"JIKlO#175<

0!1arodo 407-207-9110

AMC

AMC

WEST OAKS

coea

REGAL CINE>.IAS

MERRm SQUARE 16 OVIEDO MARK.ETPUCE 22

AEG<i. CINEMAS

Ocoee 1-ll8S-AMC-4FUN

Memtt Island 321-A59-3737

Oviedo 407-977-1107

Winter Park 407-628-0005

AMSTAH CINEMAS

LAKE MARY 12

PREMIERE

REGAL ClNBIAS

FASHION SQUARE 14 POINTE ORLANDO STADIUM 20 WEKIVA fflVER WALK

UNITED ARUST

Lake M'")' 321-832-STAA

Orlando 407-!!94-0599

Otlando 407-248-9045

LAKE SQUARE 12
Leesburg 1-888-AMC-4FUN
AMC

PLEASURE ISLAND 24

Lake Buena Vista 1-888-AMC-4FUN

WATERFORD LAKES 20
WINTER PARK VILLAGE 20

IQ!

868-FILM • 530

•
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:

wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

"

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

225

.-.

www.KnightNewspaper.cornk:lassified
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Tran for

ltj1 ~ Aviation Manenance
Career: F A A ~ JJll'.l!Tclll.
Fnarrial aid Wcµilified - Housi"YJ
avaiable. GAU.Aviation Institute
of M:nencrce (888)349-5M7.

407.898.5392, home.

ATTN ADf>MnARKETING
MAJORS!

&mmer Marketing Internship
Available! Rex hours (10-15\wek).

Great expelet 10e! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creallve, hard-wort<lngl
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ rover leUer and
avellablllty to
trishai@KnighlNewspaper.l.c

-$2100

Cotrlseas iges 18 ard Lt). FEYC is
an CM31"tj't carp localed off of
1-tjmay 450 i1 Umatia, Fl... The
call) IU)$ Jt.ne 8th,Juy 25th. Please
oon1a::t Krys Rajand at 8()(},f,23.1673
ext251 or352-455-4267

Selling Something? Wrth our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/dassifieds

212. w,bft Tc:r.ivrtouse 2 rriles from
call)US, off Slreet par!Qrg,
recently rerovaled. Avfj. M
$895.00 mth. Call 407-340-8124
Avalal toNrrome 3.Q.51.2 - like
re# CXlllCition ard cbse-1o 1l:7M1
cener. $1250month. Cal:E & w/d
i1cu:led. Free swim7rg
poolllenris.
(407)7186576
Stae 4 bed 25 bath per1ialy
fuTished pool h:Jme. $500tno. +
deposit ird. utities. Contoc:t
Stuart at 407-46S-2149

LX:;F Area rew
Tilelh;, c:lrgs fens.al~.
reserve parking, ~
. 1 yealease rertAno $750,$875 ard $970(<XllTYTl. pool,g,m) first mo+ sec

dep. E-mail ~
@grai.com
or Cal 321-536-5430

"MUSTSEE!!!
2bd,25ba ftJy rerovated toNrrome i1

Garrm:tJe Gide italian tie 1htx.gnlt
a1 ~ ro. $800 deposit

$775.tro 407-416-8369
1-bme for Rent (16CXlrronth)
5 bectoom, 2 bath, fenced i1 yard
South of OT, close 1D l4/400 ,
32Hl61-4413
~@y.;tioo.aim

DEAN AND UNIVERSITY
380 2BA. 2 ca-g.;vage. JXiva1e
bed ard balh. fenced bed<yan:I.
$1175.tno rent 407-592-pi:3

5 1
2

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3 1
9 7
8

3

4

2 6
5 8

l3eautifu 3/2 ruslool d.pex. 2 niles 1D
LCF. 1150 &l ft Appe'res & lawn

seM::e ro. Non-srnokrg. $125Gml.
·+ security deposit 407-359--5001

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

9
5 1

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

4

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

3 9

32/,2 Ashlngton Pal1t house

Pappocorn

repeats.

7
5

Puzzles

Fill in the grid so .
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no

..••.,,,_....... ·-····-····-·· .,..,_,

8

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

for rent near UCF1
$127Stnonth

(407)482-85i98

CROSSWORD

AvailaljeALg.JSt ~ in Shav.ood
Forest 3/2 $950tro & 212. $750hno
Close1o UCF. W/D, cishwasherind.
Call 407-007-2900or402-208-75n .

Mi=wanled for furnished ~

home on lake. Walled Comm, 6
minsto UCF. $600tno Incl utll
Non-Smoker, sec sys, pool &

MEDIEVAL ITEMS FOR SALE
6 ft wtlle krqlt sut of arror w/
a:rdelcbas, wal pai11i1gs ard
~ hemels, S'MJ!ds, ard red
rnecieval chais. Cal Miarne
239-823-1115 after 7pm.
Homeless? Stay Here! LCF's bestWEf/ 1D

1ierris.
Available ln.niecialsly
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448

fird a plooe 1D stay! Also view al Eds onli1e

Rooms for rent in 6

was-er ard Dryer For Sale, Good

bectoom home. Beti1d LCF.
hlemetCable, lJities, W/D,
dshwasher, oorrmriy pool,
$65()hra,th Al.g.Jst lease
avaiableb"09/10 scrool ~
Mrf: Cal 407-876-8:/ll or

Cordlion $200 Or Best Offer
Please Cal 407-622-6122 or
TTOM290@Yahoo.com

at www.LCFnevvs.cx:mtlassified

FURN.PARK SPACE.PVT BATH.IN 212. LCF 10MIN $45GMN
$450sec,+1'2.Jtil NONSMOKER
STEVE 4072674982

New home in Avalon Park.
Lanai, prvt txJt 11.b, sa!Elte, 'Ni-Fi.
$140\Neek; al Ulis ndd, J. R. 407-927-7876
2 Rooms awl i1 spa:;ixJs h:Jme with
pool 3 mlesfrom LCF. $5(n$425 mo
AlLUli. lrd +maid SEM::e. S1Eve
305-281--'3104 sca5ios76@aJl.aim
Roorrmalas w.necl b sh.re 412
h:Jme near LCF. Pets ok.
$440,tnonth + 1/4 a 111e utilities.
954647-4519.
• Sharew/1 person.Very rice
newer 4 br 2 ba on bus route,
screen patio. Respo ISiJle J:8lY
<:rlf. 407-97000!17 RJb

Pla::e you- a:l i1 nin.ltes!
Gall 407-447-4555 or enter orQ at
www.~.cornk:lassified
To al pe!50l1S claiTrg an i1t. in: 2
1990 71t550 sx Kawasakis.
Pa!ri:k S. Raley wil SWY1D
SCDNR b"tille on waleraaft. If
}OU have 8Cfl/ dam b1he
waleraaft. Contoct SCDNR 803~ L.p:x, 30 days after1he
date of last ai If ro dam is rnaje
1hen waaaaft ta; not been rep
skJler1 SCDNR wil issue dea"title.
Gase#2XJ9032.395043

ACROSS
1 Inquires
5 British tides
10 Dollop
14 Facial feature
15 Group founded
by Jakob
Ammann
16 Easy gait
17 President of a
nation, who died
In 1980
18 Coarse blanket
19 Guy with a mean
brother
20 Site of Grand
Canyon
University
23 Part of a
hammer
24 Author of "The
Purloined Letter"
25 Rely
28 Small appliances
33 label maker
34 Coeur d '_ , ID
35 Swimmer's
distance
36 Acne
37 Blue-black fruits
38. Horse's feature
39 Summer at the
Sorbonne
40 Stage figure
41 Dog's problem
42. Developing
location
44 Alit
45 Suffix for cloud
orchlll
46 Eve's boy
47 Site of the
Sooners' school
54 Medley
55 Foll cousins
56 Classrooms for
science majors
58 Mr. Martin
59 Girl's name
60 Magazine title
61 Unaided
62 Ayr residents
63 One-dish meal
DOWN
1 Behave
2 Vessel
3 Thanksgiving
invitees ·

C 2000 Tribune Madia Servk:8a. Inc.

All--.

4 Nosy people
5 Condemned
6 Speedily
7 Saucy miss
8 "i,C6mo _ ?"
9 Hones
1 O Burned brighdy
11 Wolf
12 F~k
13 Bartok or Lugosi
21 ~meeny.....
22 Actress Skye
25 Stunned
26 Hit Broadway
play
27 Pumpkin eater
28 Flower
29 Sidelong look
30 Animal with
twisted homs
31 Extent
32 Quickness
34 Singing voice
37 Disdainful ones
38 Sewer workers'
entrances
40 Width X length
41 School subj.

43 Loose gannent
44 Lets
46 Weather
condition
47 Signals .assent
48 Product sold
col'!,,-- ,

49 1 00 dinars
50 Petroleum

assn.

51 Casino activity
52 Drink
53 Skilled
57 Mend

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Hot, ieless';' Stay Here! LCF's best Wf!l,/b fro a plooe \:> slay!Also lliew al ads orine
at W W W . ~

Place }QI ad In mnAesl
Cal 407447-4656oreraorine at
WWW.Kl ~"8wspepers.alrT ':fa 5 5I; :is

How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?

To:44636
UCFNEWS

7

·····- .......

(813)-9'24-0367

3/2Availci.:JleJl.lle 1. ~ Non-smokers, ro pels. 14837
Sussex Dr. Or1ando, 32826 Bike
1D LCF.Do not cis1ub a.rrent
1enan1s; call owre:407-421-7344

321-43S-1354

TOWNHOMES ard Ccn:b

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

Mkl Mayfuie 1-Juy 31
3 rooms avail i1414-- RM3fWiryj
Apts. $520m),room incl i.dities!
Funished, Sruule 1D UCF.

Colonial Poinle l..l.oo..ly Apls
1 & 2 8edooms Free W/D, pool,
fitness oenter, patios.
2300 Eron Ci". 407-679-6001

Fl.11 (pool),Easy (al tied floors),Large (413), CorM9fient (close 10
UCF) Great,stu:lent h:Jme @
$a)OO,mo! (904) 471-8865
www.~
.com

---

SUMMER SUBLEASE

LX:;F/NE ORLANDO

-HOUSEFORRENT5bed, 25balh, 5nin from LCF,
near Watelfold. Contoct 321fi6-3904 i:Jr more details.

-Co-EdGa,-p

The Aorm Elks Youth Ca'rp (FEYC)
needs male ard femae Sumnercall)

Avaictlle />SAP Shav.ood Forest
House 3/2 $1050hro
Close1o UCF. W/D, dishwasherro.
Cal Heather 407-007-2900
or 402-208-7577

200

-se-.eiwee<s
~ Pad 1D Play!

8

A
A
B

For Sale: Automotive B
ForSale:General
A
For Sale: Pets
.A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Travel'
8
Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
8
900 Wanted
B

325
3S0
37S
400
S00
600
700

~

Lady with perfect driving
record needed to pick 14> my
first grede son after school at
3:20 PM daily on Tuscawilla
Road and and bring him to our
house neerthe Winter Park
Village. Pay: $100 per week.
Also, ocassloanl babysitllng
at$10perhol.r.
Call Maralee McKee at

&mmerJobs
-Room ard Boald lncWed

C
C
C
B
B

/
2 8 suldolku
by
Babysitter and Driver

Outback SIEakhouse Lake
Underhill Now hiring griD
oooks. exp.only Apply in
person Mon-Thurs. 1-3pm or
call for an appointment.
407-275&440

Big Bran Work! CorrlJU(Er Scierre,
Math, & ErgneemJ Mcps Wanted.
PTRAA:Jlie(:l ResearchAsoociates.
Please email ~@araaim
Pla::e }'OUr cd in minutes!

250
27S
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
HelpWanted:Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

125

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day poll3rlla.No
EJ<perierce Neoossary. Tranrg
Provided. /J.giJ 18 + OK 800-0056620 x 107.

o..iedo Frrm lookirg for part-time
1D ful-time offioe ~ Receptionist,ge offioe d.lties,
Fax resune 1D 407-268-3320

RATES

Rate

100
125
1SO
17S
200

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
ffiffl HELP WANTED:
[W:.,
General

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Onlin~ phone, fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

Grab your cell phone.

Select messages
main menu

011

your

Reply A to set alert.

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

this message to 44636
4 • Send
(41NFO) . .
Reply and
5 • ' news
about UCF!

•
•

A

begin receiving

alerts

<!entral 3Floriba 3Future
Receive FREE, real-time ne w s and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of o t her info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text~ essaging r ates a p p ly

...

.. ~41nFO... •

April 3, 2009 • W11taf :Jlda :Jutu"

IA)

..,,.

I

•

!If)

Ii)

I

•
•
•

111111
THE

VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE

11111
THE

VILLAGE

4)

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

<'a;

•

407 .384. 7080

407 .482.9990

2913 Einstein·way

3100 Alafaya Club Drive

thevillageatsciencedrive.com

thevillageatalafayaclub.com

•

. )

